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A brutal wake-up call for the ECB
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The euro area inflation rates published this week were nothing less than a brutal wake-up
call for the ECB. Price pressures are more persistent than expected, GDP is back to prepandemic levels and unemployment has fallen to the lowest level since the start of the
monetary union. Consequently, the pressure on the ECB to tighten policy is increasing,
President Lagarde opened the door for an adjustment of the ECB monetary policy tools as
early as March, and hence our own ECB-call is under review now.
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Markets reacted quickly. The surge in short-term rate expectations that has engulfed the
Dollar- and Sterling markets since September last year has spilled over to the euro area.
While we think that current rate expectations for 2022 are unlikely to be realised in full,
higher medium-term expectations are here to stay. Upward pressure on bond yields and
the trend towards a flatter yield curve will therefore persist.
The surge in COVID cases in early January has weighed on activity, with the manufacturing
and services ISM PMIs falling 1.2 and 2.4 points respectively. Still, these surveys suggest
that demand remains strong, and with new cases dropping rapidly, the pace of activity
should also rebound. Less encouragingly, these latest readings also indicate that inflation
will remain red hot in the first quarter of the year.
A much less benign US Q4 earnings picture is shaping up. Gross beats have dropped
sharply. Less than 70% of companies have managed to beat consensus earnings estimates so far. Margins appear solid, yet have benefitted from an outsized contribution from
Apple and Alphabet. In light of these numbers, we think a large positive impact of reported
earnings on consensus numbers is unlikely. Revisions are set to slow further in our view.
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European Macro
Unexpectedly high inflation rates put ECB under pressure
Dr. Karsten Junius, CFA
Chief Economist
karsten.junius@jsafrasarasin.com
+41 58 317 32 79

The inflation rates published this week were nothing less than a brutal wake-up call for
“team transitory”. Instead of declining, they showed that inflation is more persistent and
likely remains above target for a while. At the same time, GDP is back to pre-pandemic
levels while the unemployment rate fell to the lowest level since the start of the monetary union (EMU). Naturally, the pressure on the ECB to abandon its negative rate policy
is increasing. At the ECB press-conference President, Lagarde opened the door for an
adjustment to the ECB monetary policy as early as March and did not repeat that an
interest rate increase would be unlikely this year. Our own ECB-call is under review now.

Inflation rate is at its highest level since the
start of the European monetary union

The inflation data for January were shocking: Instead of falling from 5.0% yoy to 4.4% y oy
as expected by the Bloomberg consensus, consumer prices increased by 5.1% compared
to last January (Exhibit 1). Consensus estimates were probably never that far away from
the actual print. The increase of the inflation rate can largely be explained by higher energy
prices that rose by 6.0% mom in January alone. While core inflation fell compared to December, it did so less than expected. This highlights the breadth of price pressures, which
originate to a large part from the ongoing supply bottlenecks.

Producer prices confirm the very broad price
pressures

Producer prices – published for December this week – confirm the trend. Their increase
of 2.9% mom and 26.2% yoy is the most extreme in the last 25 years (Exhibit 2). Even
without energy, producer prices increased by 10.0% yoy as many intermediate goods are
becoming more expensive as well. Given these inflation data, it doesn’t come as a surprise
that price expectations for the coming months are at very elevated levels as well (Exhibit
3). Price expectations should be interpreted carefully as survey respondents often have
very adaptive expectations – meaning that they simply extrapolate recent trends. Still, this
time it happens against the backdrop of a relatively tight labour market. In January, the
unemployment rate fell to 7.0%, its lowest level since the start of EMU and definitely the
success of the very expansionary economic policies to combat the adverse economic effects of the pandemic (Exhibit 4). So far, wages have not been picking up and they are also
not likely to increase materially this year as few wage negotiations are scheduled to take
place in the coming months. But this might only be a question of time. An increasing number of companies both in the service and the industrial sector report labour shortages
(Exhibit 5). After years of miserable wage growth it would come as a surprise if employees
didn’t insist on being compensated for higher prices at all.

Exhibit 1: Record high consumer prices

Exhibit 2: Producer prices at extreme levels

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022
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Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022

Exhibit 3: Price expectations increase as well

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022
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Exhibit 4: Unemployment rate at record low

Exhibit 5: Increasing share of companies report labour shortages

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022

Finally, GDP data for 4Q 2021 was also published this week. At 0.3% qoq, it was close to
our estimate and confirmed that supply bottlenecks and high energy prices weigh on
household spending and corporate investments alike. For the first quarter, we are only
slightly more optimistic, but we expect a strong rebound in the second quarter once COVID
restrictions are likely to be eased in most countries and COVID infections fall due to a
higher degree of immunity and warmer weather.

Solid GDP perspectives

Exhibit 6: GDP is back to its pre-pandemic level

Exhibit 7: Lower economic sentiment reflects the Omicron wave

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022

The degree of highly expansionary monetary
policy cannot be justified much longer
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Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022

At its policy meeting, the ECB has taken note that (i) inflation is much stronger than expected at the time of its latest macro projections, (ii) the labour market is getting tighter
and (iii) the favourable perspectives for economic growth. President Lagarde opened the
door for a tightening of its monetary policy at the coming meetings. She refused to repeat
her message that a rate hike is very unlikely this year and also didn’t push against market
pricing. But she also dampened early rate hike expectations by (i) confirming to end asset
purchases before hiking rates, (ii) referring to the low wage growth environment and (iii)
stating that she doesn’t want to see the ECB “rushed into a process”. The absence of wage
pressures would confirm that little has changed for underlying inflationary trends such
that numbers for 2024 are unlikely to be revised up before June or September. As a result,
conditions for an earlier rate hike are not met. However, neither is the current economic
data supporting a continuation of asset purchases. We consider a faster reduction of bond
purchases as appropriate. As a consequence, our policy rate forecasts are under review
as well.
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US macro
A winter soft patch
Raphael Olszyna-Marzys
International Economist
raphael.olszyna-marzys@jsafrasarasin.com
+41 58 317 32 69

Both ISM surveys indicate that the US economy remains in a demand-driven but supplyconstrained environment

The surge in COVID cases in early January clearly weighed on activity, with the manufacturing and services ISM PMIs falling 1.2 and 2.4 points respectively. Still, these surveys
suggest that demand remains strong, and with new cases dropping rapidly, the pace of
activity should also rebound. Less encouragingly, these latest readings also indicate that
inflation will remain red hot in the first quarter of the year.
The surge in COVID cases in early January clearly weighed on the pace of manufacturing
and services activity. According to some estimates, more than 5 million workers had to
self-isolate in early January, resulting in a flurry of flight cancellations and of closures of
hospitality venues, as well as constraining production and business activity more broadly.
The resurgence in COVID cases also meant that the improvement in supply deliv ery performance in the services sector that was evident in December was not repeated in January. And despite the improvement in the pace of employment in the manufacturing sector,
the overarching theme that emerges from these two surveys is that the US economy remains in a demand-driven but supply-constrained environment. Looking over the next few
months, these same surveys suggest that demand for goods and services will remain
strong. Indeed, firms’ customers continue to see their inventories stocks as far too low,
and new orders continue to come in strongly, albeit at a somewhat slower pace. But they
also suggest that inflation is likely to remain close to its 40-year historical peak.

Exhibit 1: Both ISM PMIs fell in January

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022

Exhibit 3: Companies still feel that they hold too little inventory

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022
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Exhibit 2: Delivery times remain very long in both sectors

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022

Exhibit 4: Inflation is set to remain very elevated at the start of the year

Source: Macrobond, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022
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EU fixed income
ECB rate policy in the crosshairs
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The surge in short-term rate expectations that has engulfed the Dollar- and Sterling markets since September last year has finally spilled over to the euro area. Given the inflationary pressures and a positive economic outlook, the ECB probably feels they need to
hike rates sooner than later, but they need time to appropriately prepare the ground.
While we think that current rate expectations for 2022 are unlikely to be realised in full,
higher medium-term expectations are here to stay. Upward pressure on bond yields and
the trend towards a flatter yield curve will therefore persist.

Surge in rate expectations spills over to the
euro area

The surge in short-term rate expectations that has engulfed the Dollar- and Sterling markets since September last year has now finally spilled over to the euro area. Just before
the ECB statement and the press conference, the Bank of England (BoE) had raised the
Bank Rate by 25bp, with four out of nine members of the Monetary Policy Committee arguing for 50bp. President Lagarde referred to the March meeting for further updates on
the calibration of monetary policy, she did not explicitly rule out a rate hike in 2022 and
stated that risks to the inflation outlook are to the upside, hence markets di d what they
usually do when uncertainty rises: they price a risk premium into the curve. In fact, markets are now set for over two hikes in 2022 and a total of four over two and three years,
putting the implied ECB deposit facility rate at above 50bp at the end of 2023 and 2024
(Exhibit 1).

The ECB needs more time to appropriately
prepare the ground for a rate hike

We need to go back to before the global financial crisis to see four sequential ECB rate
hikes. The last attempt to hike rates in 2011 ended prematurely after 50bp, when the euro
area crisis broke out. In that regard, it is important to realise that the ECB’s sequencing
implies that lift-off will be done only once net asset purchases of euro area government
bonds (PEPP and APP) have ended. The sharp spread widening of peripheral bonds today
reflects the ECB’s dilemma. The governing council probably feels they need to hike rates
sooner than later, given the inflation outlook, but they need time to appropriately prepare
the ground for it.

Exhibit 1: Surge in rate expectations spills over to the euro area

Exhibit 2: German 5y/30y segment below 40bp
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Higher medium-term rate expectations are
here to stay, the yield curve will likely flatten
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Source: Bloomberg, Bank J. Safra Sarasin, 03.02.2022

Therefore, the ECB will not lean against higher rate expectations as they already do some
of the tightening for them. While we think that current rate expectations for 2022 are unlikely to be realised in full, higher medium-term expectations are here to stay. Upward
pressure on bond yields and the trend towards a flatter yield curve will as well (Exhibit 2).
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US equities
Half-time of US Q4 earnings season: normalization
Wolf von Rotberg
Equity Strategist
wolf.vonrotberg@jsafrasarasin.com
+41 58 317 30 20

With close to half of S&P500 constituents having reported Q4 results, a much less benign earnings picture than in previous quarters is shaping up. Gross beats have dropped
sharply. Less than 70% of companies have managed to beat consensus earnings estimates so far, below the 5-year average of 74%. Margins appear solid, yet have benefitted from an outsized contribution from Apple and Alphabet. Excluding these two names,
margins fall back to average levels over the past 5 years. The same holds for the EPS
surprise (aggregate EPS vs consensus expectation). Including Apple and Alphabet, total
S&P500 EPS are 16% above consensus expectations. Excluding the two names, the surprises drop to 8%. In light of these numbers, we think a large positive impact of reported
earnings on consensus numbers is unlikely. Revisions are set to slow further in our view.

Exhibit 1: Gross beats have dropped below the 5-year average

Exhibit 2: Margins have been heavily supported by two stocks
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Exhibit 3: EPS have been reported 16% above expectation, yet excluding Apple and Alphabet EPS have only surprised by 8%
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Economic Calendar
Week of 07/02 – 11/02/2022
Country

Date

Unit

Monday, 07.02.2022
JN
06:00 Leading Index
EU
10:30 Sentix Investor Confidence

Time

Item

Dec
Feb

Index
Index

Tuesday, 08.02.2022
US
12:00 NFIB Small Business Optimism

Jan

Index

Wednesday, 09.02.2022
US
13:00 MBA Mortgage Applications

Feb04 wow

Thursday, 10.02.2022
US
14:30 CPI Ex Food and Energy MoM
14:30 CPI Ex Food and Energy YoY
14:30 Initial Jobless Claims

Jan
mom
Jan
yoy
Feb05 1'000

Friday, 11.02.2022
UK
08:00 GDP QoQ
08:00 GDP YoY
US
16:00 U. of Mich. 5-10 Yr Inflation
14:30 U. of Mich. Expectations

4Q P
4Q P
Feb P
Feb P

qoq
yoy
%
Index

Consensus
Forecast Prev.
103.7 103.20
16.00 14.90

--

98.9

-- -12.00%

0.50%
5.90%
--

0.50%
5.50%
--

-----

1.10%
6.80%
3.10%
64.10

Source: Bloomberg, J. Safra Sarasin as of 04.02.2022
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Market Performance
Global Markets in Local Currencies
Government Bonds
Swiss Eidgenosse 10 year (%)
German Bund 10 year (%)
UK Gilt 10 year (%)
US Treasury 10 year (%)
French OAT - Bund, spread (bp)
Italian BTP - Bund, spread (bp)
Stock Markets

Current value

Δ 1W

Δ YTD

TR YTD in %

0.20
0.16
1.37
1.83
43
149

15
20
12
6
2
17

75
72
116
91
20
38

-2.6
-2.5
-3.2
-2.6

Level

P/E ratio

1W TR in %

TR YTD in %

12’234
15’368
858
8’689
4’141
2’138
4’477
14’501
1’210

17.5
13.7
11.0
13.1
14.5
12.3
20.2
25.5
12.3

0.5
-1.0
1.0
-0.2
-1.1
-0.5
3.5
3.6
1.5

-5.0
-3.3
-0.1
0.1
-3.5
2.8
-6.0
-11.1
-1.7

Forex - Crossrates

Level

3M implied
volatility

1W in %

YTD in %

USD-CHF
EUR-CHF
GBP-CHF
EUR-USD
GBP-USD
USD-JPY
EUR-GBP
EUR-SEK
EUR-NOK

0.92
1.05
1.25
1.15
1.36
115.0
0.84
10.41
9.98

6.8
4.8
6.6
6.8
6.7
6.5
6.1
6.4
9.1

-1.1
1.6
0.3
2.7
1.4
-0.2
1.3
-1.0
-0.3

4.4
-2.7
4.2
-6.9
-0.3
11.4
-6.6
3.3
-5.0

Commodities

Level

3M realised
volatility

1W in %

YTD in %

Bloomberg Commodity Index
Brent crude oil - USD / barrel
Gold bullion - USD / Troy ounce

110
93
1’808

13.3
20.0
11.2

2.8
3.8
0.6

41.3
82.7
-4.6

SMI - Switzerland
DAX - Germany
MSCI Italy
IBEX - Spain
DJ Euro Stoxx 50 - Eurozone
MSCI UK
S&P 500 - USA
Nasdaq 100 - USA
MSCI Emerging Markets

Source: J. Safra Sarasin, Bloomberg as of 04.02.2022
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Important legal Information
This document has been prepared by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd (“Bank”) for information purposes only. It is not the result of financial research
conducted. Therefore, the “Directives on the Independence of Financial Research” of the Swiss Bankers Association do not apply to this document.
This document is based on publicly available information and data (“the Information”) believed to be correct, accurate and complete. The Bank
has not verified and is unable to guarantee the accuracy and completeness of the Information contained herein. Possible errors or incompleteness of the Information do not constitute legal grounds (contractual or tacit) for liability, either with regard to direct, indirect or consequential
damages. In particular, neither the Bank nor its shareholders and employees shall be liable for the views contained in this document. Third
party data providers make no warranties or representations of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the data provided and shall have no liability for any damages of any kind relating to such data.
This document does not constitute a request or offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell investment instruments or services. It should
not be considered as a substitute for individual advice and risk disclosure by a qualified financial, legal or tax advisor. You are reminded to read
all relevant documentation before making any investment, including risk warnings, and to seek any specialist financial or tax advice that you
need. You are not permitted to pass this document on to others, apart from your professional advisers. If you have received it in error please
return or destroy it.
Past performance is no indication of current or future performance. Investments in foreign currencies are subject to exchange rate fluctuations.
Exchange rate risk will apply if the investor’s reference currency is not the same as the investment currency. Information containing forecasts
are intended for information purpose only and are neither projections nor guarantees for future results and could differ significantly for various
reasons from actual performance. The views and opinions contained in this document, along with the quoted figures, data and forecasts, may
be subject to change without notice. There is no obligation on the part of Bank or any other person to update the content of this document. The
Bank does not accept any liability whatsoever for losses arising from the use of the Information (or parts thereof) contained in this document.
Neither this document nor any copy thereof may be sent to or taken into the United States or distributed in the United States or to a US person.
This information is not directed to any person in any jurisdiction where (by reason of that person’s nationality, residence or otherwise) such
distribution is prohibited and may only be distributed in countries where its distribution is legally permitted.
Bloomberg
“Bloomberg®” and the referenced Bloomberg Index/Indices are service marks of Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates, including Bloomberg
Index Services Limited (“BISL”), the administrator of the index (collectively, “Bloomberg”) and have been licensed for use for certain purposes
by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd. Bloomberg is not affiliated with Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd, and Bloomberg does not approve, endorse, review, or
recommend the financial instrument(s) mentioned in this publication. Bloomberg does not guarantee the timeliness, accurateness, or completeness of any data or information relating to the financial instrument(s) mentioned in this publication.
ICE Data Indices
Source ICE Data Indices, LLC (“ICE DATA”), is used with permission. ICE Data, its affiliates and their respective third party suppliers disclaim
any and all warranties and representations, express and/or implied, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use, including the indices, index data and any data included in, related to, or derived therefrom. Neither ICE Data, its affiliates or their
respective third party providers shall not be subject to any damages or liability with respect to the adequacy, accuracy, timeliness or completeness of the indices or the index data or any component thereof, and the indices and index data and all components thereof are provided on an
“as is” basis and your use is at your own risk. ICE Data, its affiliates and their respective third party suppliers do not sponsor, endorse, or
recommend Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd, or any of its products or services.
J.P. Morgan
Information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but J.P. Morgan does not warrant its completeness or accuracy. The Index
is used with permission. The Index may not be copied, used, or distributed without J.P. Morgan’s prior written approval. Copyright 2020, J.P.
Morgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved.
MSCI Indices
Source: MSCI. The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or redisseminated in any form and may not
be used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments or products or indices. None of the MSCI information is intended to constitute
investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such.
Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The
MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information.
MSCI, each of its affiliates and each other person involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively,
the “MSCI Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties (including, without limitation, any warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, time-
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liness, non-infringement, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose) with respect to this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without
limitation, lost profits) or any other damages. (www.msci.com)
SMI
SIX Swiss Exchange AG (“SIX Swiss Exchange”) is the source of SMI Indices® and the data comprised therein. SIX Swiss Exchange has not
been involved in any way in the creation of any reported information and does not give any warranty and excludes any liability whatsoever
(whether in negligence or otherwise) – including without limitation for the accuracy, adequateness, correctness, completeness, timeliness, and
fitness for any purpose – with respect to any reported information or in relation to any errors, omissions or interruptions in the SMI Indices® or
its data. Any dissemination or further distribution of any such information pertaining to SIX Swiss Exchange is prohibited.
Distribution Information
Unless stated otherwise this document is distributed by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd (Switzerland).
The Bahamas: This publication is circulated to private clients of Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Bahamas) Ltd, and is not intended for circulation to
nationals or citizens of The Bahamas or a person deemed ‘resident’ in The Bahamas for the purposes of exchange control by the Central Bank
of The Bahamas.
Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC): This material is intended to be distributed by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Asset Management (Middle
East) Ltd [“BJSSAM”] in DIFC to professional clients as defined by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA). BJSSAM is duly authorised
and regulated by DFSA. If you do not understand the contents of this document, you should consult an authorised financial adviser. This material
may also include Funds which are not subject to any form of regulation or approval by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”). The
DFSA has no responsibility for reviewing or verifying any Issuing Document or other documents in connection with these Funds. Accordingly,
the DFSA has not approved the Issuing Document or any other associated documents nor taken any steps to verify the information set out in
the Issuing Document, and has no responsibility for it. The Units to which the Issuing Document relates may be illiquid and/or subject to restrictions on their resale. Prospective purchasers should conduct their own due diligence on the Units.
Germany: This marketing publication/information is being distributed in Germany by J. Safra Sarasin (Deutschland) GmbH, Kirchnerstraße 68, 60311 Frankfurt am Main, for information purposes only and does not lodge claim to completeness of product characteristics. Insofar as
information on investment funds is contained in this publication, any product documents are available on request free of charge from J. Safra
Sarasin (Deutschland) GmbH, Kirchnerstraße 6-8, 60311 Frankfurt am Main in English and German language. To the extent that indicative
investment options or portfolio structures are included, the following applies: The indicative investment options or portfolio structures presented in these documents and the underlying model calculations are based on the information and data provided to us in the context of the
asset advisory discussion, and we have not checked them for accuracy or completeness. The indicative investment option/portfolio structure
described here is thus intended as a guide and does not make any claim to comprehensive suitability but aims to inform you about the general
possibilities that an investment entails. In order to provide you with a final investment recommendation that is tailored to your specific situation,
we need further information, in particular on your investment goals, risk tolerance, experience and knowledge of financial services and products
and your financial situation. This publication is intended to be distributed by J. Safra Sarasin (Deutschland) GmbH, Kirchnerstraße 6-8, 60311
Frankfurt am Main to clients domiciled or having their registered office in Germany and is directed exclusively at institutional clients who intend
to conclude investment business exclusively as entrepreneurs for commercial purposes. This clientele is limited to credit and financial services
institutions, capital management companies and insurance companies, provided that they have the necessary permission for the business
operation and are subject to supervision, as well as medium and large corporations within the meaning of the German Commercial Code (section 267 (2) and (3) HGB).
Gibraltar: This marketing document is distributed from Gibraltar by Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd, First Floor Neptune House, Marina Bay,
Gibraltar to its clients and prospects. Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd whose Registered Office is 57/63 Line Wall Road, Gibraltar offers
wealth and investment management products and services to its clients and prospects. Incorporated in Gibraltar with registration number
82334. Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission. Telephone calls may
be recorded. Your personal data will be handled in accordance with our Data and Privacy Statement. Where this publication is provided to you
by Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Limited: This document is approved as a marketing communication for the purposes of the Financial Services Act 2019. Nothing in this document is intended to exclude or restrict any liability that we owe to you under the regulatory system that
applies to us, and in the event of conflict, any contrary indication is overridden. You are reminded to read all relevant documentation before
making any investment, including risk warnings, and to seek any specialist financial or tax advice that you need. You are not permitted to pass
this document on to others, apart from your professional advisers. If you have received it in error please return or destroy it.
Hong Kong: This document is disseminated by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd, Hong Kong Branch in Hong Kong. Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd, Hong
Kong Branch is a licensed bank under the Hong Kong Banking Ordinance (Cap. 155 of the laws of Hong Kong) and a registered institution under
the Securities and Futures Ordinance (cap. 571 of the laws of Hong Kong).
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Luxemburg: This publication is distributed in Luxembourg by Banque J. Safra Sarasin (Luxembourg) SA (the “Luxembourg Bank”), having its
registered office at 17-21, Boulevard Joseph II, L-1840 Luxembourg, and being subject to the supervision of the Commission de Surveillance
du Secteur financier – CSSF. The Luxembourg Bank merely agrees to make this document available to its clients in Luxembourg and is not the
author of this document. This document shall not be construed as a personal recommendation as regards the financial instruments or products
or the investment strategies mentioned therein, nor shall it be construed as and does not constitute an invitation to enter into a portfolio
management agreement with the Luxembourg Bank or an offer to subscribe for or purchase any of the products or instruments mentioned
therein. The information provided in this document is not intended to provide a basis on which to make an investment decision. Nothing in this
document constitutes an investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate for individual circumstances. Each client shall make its own appraisal. The liability of the Luxembourg Bank may not be engaged with
regards to any investment, divestment or retention decision taken by the client on the basis of the information contained in the present document. The client shall bear all risks of losses potentially incurred as a result of such decision. In particular, neither the Luxembourg Bank nor
their shareholders or employees shall be liable for the opinions, estimations and strategies contained in this document.
Monaco: In Monaco this document is distributed by Banque J. Safra Sarasin (Monaco) SA, a bank registered in “Principauté de Monaco” and
regulated by the French Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (ACPR) and Monegasque Government and Commission de Contrôle
des Activités Financières («CCAF»).
Panama: This publication is distributed, based solely on public information openly available to the general public, by J. Safra Sarasin Asset
Management S.A., Panama, regulated by the Securities Commission of Panama.
Qatar Financial Centre (QFC): This material is intended to be distributed by Bank J. Safra Sarasin (QFC) LLC, Qatar [“BJSSQ”] from QFC to
Business Customers as defined by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority (QFCRA) Rules. Bank J. Safra Sarasin (QFC) LLC is authorised
by QFCRA. This material may also include collective investment scheme/s (Fund/s) that are not registered in the QFC or regulated by the
Regulatory Authority. Any issuing document / prospectus for the Fund, and any related documents, have not been reviewed or approved by the
Regulatory Authority. Investors in the Fund may not have the same access to information about the Fund that they would have to information
of a fund registered in the QFC; and recourse against the Fund, and those involved with it, may be limited or difficult and may have to be pursued
in a jurisdiction outside the QFC.
Singapore: This document is disseminated by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd., Singapore Branch in Singapore. Bank J. Safra Sarasin, Singapore
Branch is an exempt financial adviser under the Singapore Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110), a wholesale bank licensed under the Singapore
Banking Act (Cap. 19) and regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
United Kingdom: This marketing document is distributed from the UK by Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd, London Branch, 47 Berkeley
Square, London, W1J 5AU, United Kingdom to its clients and prospects. Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd whose registered office is 57 – 63
Line Wall Road, Gibraltar, offers wealth and investment management products and services to its clients and prospects through Bank J. Safra
Sarasin (Gibraltar) Ltd, London Branch. Registered as a foreign company in the UK number FC027699. Authorised by the Gibraltar Financial
Services Commission and subject to limited regulation in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation
Authority. Registration number 466838. Details about the extent of our regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation
Authority are available from us on request. Telephone calls may be recorded. Your personal data will be handled in accordance with our Privacy
Statement. Where this publication is provided to you by Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Gibraltar) Limited, London Branch: This document is approved
as a financial promotion for the purposes of s.21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Nothing in this document is intended to
exclude or restrict any liability that we owe to you under the regulatory system that applies to us, and in the event of conflict, any contrary
indication is overridden. You are reminded to read all relevant documentation before making any investment, including risk warnings, and to
seek any specialist financial or tax advice that you need. You are not permitted to pass this document on to others, apart from your professional
advisers. If you have received it in error please return or destroy it.
© Copyright Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd. All rights reserved.
Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd
Elisabethenstrasse 62
Postfach
4002 Basel
Schweiz
T: +41 (0)58 317 44 44
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www.jsafrasarasin.ch
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